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The Readiness Package Grant

OBJECTIVE

v The Readiness Package Grant is 
available for accreditation of NIEs only, 
up to a maximum of US$ 150,000 per 
country. 

ü Provide enhanced support for 
accreditation

ü Employing a suite of tools to advance the 
delivery of climate finance through Direct 
Access

ü Enable recruitment of fiduciary guidance 
and other experts 

ü Shorten the length of time to achieve 
accreditation

v The grant continues to support South-South Cooperation (SSC)
through a more comprehensive suit of tools.



All developing country Parties to the Kyoto Protocol and Paris Agreement under the UNFCCC 
that wish to have an NIE accredited with the Fund are eligible to receive the Readiness 
Package grant.

In addition, all applicants should meet the following criteria: 
In cases where the DA has not yet identified a suitable NIE candidate/applicant to navigate the 
accreditation process of the Fund:
´Be a developing country Party to the KP or PA with no existing NIE accredited with the Fund; 

In cases where an NIE candidate/applicant has already been identified: 
´The NIE candidate must be located in a developing country Party to the KP or PA that does 

not have an NIE accredited with the Fund; 
´The country of the NIE candidate must have a Designated Authority (DA) to the Adaptation 

Fund; 

Eligibility to Receive Accreditation Support



The NIE intermediary should have tangible achievements with the Fund in 
programming adaptation finance through the preparation and implementation of 
concrete adaptation projects and programmes

All NIE intermediaries have to meet the following eligibility criteria: 

´must currently have an “Accredited” status with the Adaptation Fund; 

´must have experience advising or organizing support relevant to accreditation or capacity 
building to institutions, organizations or other entities in developing countries at the national, sub-
national or local level to receive climate finance for adaptation projects and programmes; 

´must have experience implementing a concrete Adaptation Fund project or programme and 
have submitted at least one project performance report (PPR), hence demonstrating 
commitment to adhere to the fund’s fiduciary standards, operational policies and guidelines

Eligibility to Provide Intermediary Services



Application Form
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